Agenda:

1. 9:00am – Welcome and Introductions

2. 9:05am – Overview – Purpose and goals for workshop – Review of Prior Workshop Accomplishments – Kathy Hoffman

3. 9:10am – Review issue/topic and consensus tracking document - Kathy Hoffman

4. 9:15am – Presentation: Select State Hospice Survey Instruments and Exception Language – Kathy Hoffman

5. 10:30am – Break**

6. 10:45am – Resume discussion of topic matrix items. Suggested: begin discussing items in “other review criteria” category since presentation above logically segues to data and data sources.

7. 12:00pm – Lunch Break

8. 1:00pm – Continued discussion of topic matrix items

9. 2:45pm – Conclusion: roundtable, next steps, asks, future agenda items, designation of workgroups if applicable – Kathy Hoffman

10. 3:00pm - Adjourn

*Please see attached topic matrix developed at the October 29, 2015 hospice rulemaking workshop. Matrix updated 1/19/16; shaded areas reflect topic areas that have been discussed previously.

**Refreshments are available for purchase at the coffee shop located across the parking lot next to the DOH parking structure.